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the rod is moving. If that happens to you, just concentrate on keeping the rod-tip over the 
D-loop when making the cast.

The next problem in a roll cast is the inability to cast a tight loop. Assuming the set-up 
and alignment are correct, the problem is in the rate of acceleration. If the rod is accelerated 
too early in the stroke, it will cause a convex rod-tip path. This domed path causes wide loops 
just like it does in an overhead cast. To fix the problem, accelerate the rod smoothly from 
beginning to end. The wrist should add rotation at the end of the stroke and for long roll cast, 
transferring your weight from back to the front will help line speed. Chuck Easterling, IFFF 
MCI has a saying to help cure large roll cast loops using the clock metaphor. He says: “No 
power till midnight!”

Chris Korich put together a lesson called The Flicking Drill that contains three refer-
ence points with key words for his roll cast at a 40-foot target. He advocates the use of a firm 
wrist. The first is the Top Position—vertical arm. Second, relax your shoulder, let gravity 
pull the arm and rotate down till the rod is vertical at the Middle Position. Third, flick down 
until the forearm is level at the Bottom Position. As simple as this is, it can help teach the 
roll cast and correct several faults.

PICk-uPs 

When you pick up a floating line from the water, you must first overcome water tension. The 
quietest way to do this and best way to eliminate slack, is to start with the rod tip at water 
level and slowly lift the rod tip and accelerate into your backcast. If you rip it out fast, it will 

this spiral pick-up is so fun to perform, it can become overused.




